This paper considers n-input n-output convolution feedback systems 
INTRODUCTION
A number of increasingly sophisticated sufficient conditions for the input-output stability of distributed linear time-invariant feed back systems have been published over the last few years. Desoer treated the single-input, single-output system where the open-loop system includes an integrator [1] . Desoer and Wu allowed an integrator and considered the n-input n-output case both for continuous-time and discrete-time systems [2, 3, 4] . Further refinements were obtained by Baker and Vakharia [5] , Desoer and Lam [6] , Nasburg and Baker [7] , and M. Vidyasagar [8] .
General necessary conditions were published by Desoer and Vidyasagar [9] .
Necessary and Sufficient conditions were obtained by Willems for the open-
loop-stable, single-input, single-output case [10] , by Vidyasagar [8] , and by Desoer and Callier for open-loop-unstable, n-input, n-output systems both continuous-time [11] and discrete-time [12] . Graphical tests were developed by Willems [10] , Davis [13] , Callier and Desoer [14] , and Callier [15] .
The main result of this paper is Theorem 1 which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of a multivariable, distributed, linear, time-invariant, feedback system whose open-loop matrix transfer function includes a finite number of unstable poles. The conditions ob tained are better than those of [11] because (i) they are conceptually and computationally simpler, (ii) they allow poles on the boundary and (iii) the derivation is much simpler. Corollary 1 relates the necessary and sufficient conditions to the McMillan Degree Theory* in fact, for an interior pole, it expresses condition (9) 
In view of the essentially algebraic nature of the proofs, it will be clear to the reader that the same results apply to the discrete-time case. To carry out the simple required modifications, see [4, 12] .
II. System Description and Useful Facts.
We consider a distributed, linear, time-invariant, feedback system with n inputs and n outputs. The input u, output y and error e are functions from JR+, (defined as [0,~)), to <tn or corresponding distributions on R+. The open-loop system is of the convolution type so that we have y = G*e (1)
where Fee with det F^0 and G is an nxn matrix whose elements are complex-valued distributions on R+. We shall repeatedly use the convo lution algebra & [2, 3] ; recall that f€ d iff, for t < 0, f(t) = 0, 
Thus f is a distribution of order 0 with support on IR . An n-vector v, (nxn matrix A), is said to be in <%nt (<2nXn, resp.) iff all its elements are inCC. Let f denote the Laplace transform of f: f belongs to the convolution algebra Q, if and only if f belongs to the algebra CZ (with pointwise product). Similarly we write v e Q,n, AG (2 nXn. We denote by <E+ the closed right half-plane i.e. <E = {s |Re s^0).
Throughout the paper we consider a system defined by (1) and (2) where the open-loop transfer function G(s) has a finite number of "unstable" where Re pk > 0 for k = 1, 2, ..., I; the poles pk and the coefficient matrices R, are either real or occur in complex conjugate pairs; G (s) e (XnXn. We define the system given by (1), (2) and (3) 
Fact 1, [17]. Two elements A and B of <CnXn[s] are right coprime if and only if there exist elements P and Q in <EnXn[s] such that P(s) A(s) + Q(s) B(s) = I for all s in <C.

Fact 2. Let R be a proper element of <C (s) , then there exist two elements N and D in <EnXn[s] such that R = N D_1 where (a) N and D are right-coprime; (b) det D(s) t 0; (c) p is a pole of R(s) if and only if it is a zero of det D(s). Furthermore, if D is column proper with 6. denoting the highest degree of the polynomials in
the j-th column of D and with n±. denoting the (i,j)-th element of N, then degree (n ) <_ 6 for all (i,j).
This fact is due to several authors, [18] , [22] , [19] , [20] , and is closely connected to a proposition of [21] .
III. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Stability.
With G defined by ( 
Hence we have for k = 1, 2, .. We now generate conditions which are equivalent to the conditions (9) . With G defined by ( 
., £, and for all s e <n I +FG(s) =Nk(s) Dk(s)"i + J] F[R3(S) . Riv
)} p=l 3^k +F[G (s) -6 (p^)].(5)
By assumption s» [Nfc(s) +^(s)]"1 is bounded in^V(Pk) nG+, hence so is sh-det{[Nk(s) +^(s)]"1} ={det[Nk(s) +^(s)]}"1
Since R has poles only at p., p., .. 
From (3), (4), (15) and (16) I+ (25) where the 6 are defined in Fact 2. Observe that because D is column proper and because of Fact 2, DM"1 and NM-1 e 0LnXn n <Enxn(s). With (23) in mind, we write (24) as follows - 
Re s > 0 Thus sufficiency will be established if we show that (8) and (22) 
imply (27). By (26) we have det[L(s)M(s)"1] -det[I + Ffi(s)]. det D(s) • [det M(s)]"1
and, by (17) , (18) and (25) , we obtain for all s in <t Yk ..
I ( s-p, \ det[L(s) M(s)"J"] = {c tt \TZr) ><iet[I + FG(s)].
k=l 8 ±
By assumption (8), the right hand side is bounded away from zero every where in (E , except possibly in some neighborhoods of the p, fs. To in vestigate the behavior in these neighborhoods, we use (24) to write det[L(s) M(s)"1] = det{[N(s) + (I + FG (s))D(s)] M(s)"1}
P and we use (19) and (25) 
det[L(s) M(s) x] -> det[Nk(pk)]-tt (pk+l) J.
Assumption (9) and its equivalent (22) , hence det N-(p.) = 0 and (9) Proof. From (17) and (19) - (20) (b) The conditions of Theorem 3 of [11] can be shown to be equiva lent to (8) and (29) (for details see [15] ).
(c) The equivalence of Corollary 1 is stated only for interior poles (i.e. Re pfc > 0). It is still valid for poles on the boundary (i.e. Re pk = 0) whenever G (s) is meromorphic in a neighborhood of such pfc. This will always be the case for differential delay systems. 
